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When the Synthetic Intelligence Val Ky Ree wakes from her emergency shut-down after a climatic battle, she

discovers thousands of years have passed, and her creator race, The Aesir, have all gone. The last of her kind, she finds

a new purpose in protecting the remaining few thousand humans from the hostile alien races called The Compact.

As humanity teeters on the edge of extinction, one human male helps her to realize her destiny. She takes on a new

role as the last of the mythical Valkyries who have been given the power to decide who lives and who dies. She will

need all that power and her Warrior Code discipline when an old threat from the past re-emerges, a threat that this

time, she must face alone.

Excerpt:

A double ping brought his attention back to the display. The Compact fleet had just crossed the outer boundary of

the sphere. He watched as the side bar data showed her four turrets’ status which shifted from ‘Tracking’ to ‘locked

on’. He shifted his gaze back to the yellow dots just in time to see them flash brightly for half a second before

becoming very faint dots that were now falling behind the rest of the still advancing fleet.

“Targets hit and disabled,” said Val Ky Ree. Before Ronson could say anything, she continued. “Val Ky Ree to

Compact Fleet. I have disabled the three Trior ships that are carrying torsion beam weapons. If you board those ships

and examine their cargo compartments, you’ll see what’s left of those weapons. I could have destroyed those ships

completely, and I can destroy all of your remaining ships just as easily, but I would prefer not to do that. You are

being used by the Trior for their own ends. Now that you have seen my power, you are advised to take advantage of

my patience and immediately decelerate to zero velocity. If you do not do so, I will take whatever measures are
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necessary to defend the humans. If all humans are killed, either now or in the future, the race that is responsible for

their elimination will face the same fate. This I swear as an Aesir Warrior!”

Ronson held his breath as he watched the velocity data of the Compact fleet. It wasn’t slowing down. Another

translated text message scrolled across the display.

[The decision to destroy all humans was made by the leaders of our races. Your Aesir are gone! By what authority do

you interfere in our quest for justice!”]

When Val Ky Ree replied, the volume was deafening. “I AM THE LAST OF THE VALKYRIES! THE GODS GAVE US

THE POWER TO DECIDE WHO LIVES AND WHO DIES! YOU HAVE DETERMINED YOUR OWN FATE. IN

ORDER FOR MY HUMANS TO LIVE, YOU MUST DIE.”
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